Let K be a subset of BV(0, 1)-the space of functions of bounded variation on the closed interval [0, 1] . By the Hausdorff moment problem for K we shall mean the determination of necessary and sufficient conditions that corresponding to a given sequence /x = {ix n \n = 0, 1, 2, . . .J l there should be a function a £ K so that (1) nn= ( t n da(t),n = 0,1,2,... .
«/ o
For various collections K this problem has been solved-see (3, Chapter no.
By the trigonometric moment problem for K we shall mean the determination of necessary and sufficient conditions that corresponding to a sequence c -{c n \n = 0, =b 1, zfc 2, . . .} 2 there should be a function a Ç K so that (2) c n = i e2nvit da(t), n = 0, ±1, ±2, . . . . */o For various collections K this problem has also been solved-see, for example (4, Chapter IV, § 4). It is noteworthy that these two problems have been solved for essentially the same collections K.
Recently (2), we gave new solutions of the trigonometric moment problem for certain classes K, namely those K determined by K! = L p (0, 1), 1 < p < 2, where K' is defined now and henceforth, if the functions of K are absolutely continuous, to consist of all functions equal almost everywhere to the derivative of a function in K. These solutions were determined by use of the known solutions of the Hausdorff moment problem for these particular classes K.
Here we propose to generalize this procedure. Specifically, we propose to show that if the Hausdorff moment problem can be solved for a particular class K, then so can the trigonometric moment problem. This forms the content of the theorem below, and we shall illustrate our theory in a number of cases.
To this end, we must first establish a number of results concerning certain numbers a r , m denned by Since these numbers are essentially both the Hausdorff moments of the trigonometric powers of t, and the trigonometric moments of the algebraic powers of /, it is perhaps not surprising that they have an important role to play. Their properties are given in the following lemmas.
Proof. On integration by parts, (4) follows from (3). If m.^A 0, (6) comes from applying (5), which is trivial, to the right-hand side of (4). The first two parts of (7) are immediate, and the third part follows from the second on repeated application of (4). From (7), (6) is obvious if m = 0. ~~CLr,m-l converges absolutely. Thus the limit of the last term in (9) also exists, and the lemma is proved.
With each sequence c, satisfying the hypotheses of Lemma 2 we can now associate a sequence n(c) defined by
The sequence JJL(C) has certain properties that we summarize as a lemma. LEMMA 
If c satisfies the hypotheses of Lemma 2, then
Proof. Equation (12) follows immediately from (8) and (11). Now from We are now ready to state and prove our theorem.
THEOREM. Necessary and sufficient conditions that a sequence c be represented in the form (2) for some a £ K are that Table I the conditions for representation as a trigonometric moment sequence for some of the more common classes K. In all cases (i) and (ii) of the theorem must hold and the column marked (iii) gives the third condition that must hold. The last column gives the place from which the conditions for the Hausdorff representation are taken. Case 2 is of particular note, since the trigonometric moment problem for this K was given a particularly elegant solution by Bochner (1, § 20) .
